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Editors Spot

Autumn does not seem so far off now, and normally we get a
few good nights for observing so hopefully September/

October may be good. Though looking back at last years
observations, August was quite productive, but I have get to get a

good night on the telescope. There have been a few promising
nights, but I’ve been finding that the sky quickly ‘mirks-up’ - I’ve been putting it
down to high moisture levels were we live near to the rivers. Fingers crossed that
we might get a few good nights soon.

Ihave managed to use my repaired Lunt solar scope and on those occasions
where there were good conditions the views have been excellent. Just a pity

there has not been much going on on the Sun. Though thanks to William and
Susan for their pictures this month, which do show an upturn in activity. The H-
alpha solar scopes are a bit more picky about observing conditions I have found,
and often for sunspots nice white light images can be got when the h-alpha
struggles.

As always, images and articles for Mercury will be appreciated. Copy date for
the next issue of Mercury (November issue) will be Sunday 7th November.

Clear, dark skies, Callum

Mike Munden
Mike Munden passed away on July 2nd, aged 91. Mike had been
a member since at least 1993, though he lapsed a couple of
years ago. It was difficult to find any pictures of Mike, but
many thanks to William Jackson who was able to extract this
mug-shot from an old photo taken at the Anniversary Lunch.
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As summer moves into the later stages,
the nights are drawing in. Although

it is sad to lose the lighter evenings for
social reasons, it does give us darker
skies and greater opportunities for
observing. I hope members can make use
of the opportunity.

Jupiter and Saturn are now clearly visible
the evening sky, with both having
reached opposition in August. Jupiter is
a little higher in the sky this year than in
the previous two apparitions and so I
hope this allows members a greater
chance of observing and photographing
it. The increase in altitude, although not
great, should lead to a little less
turbulence in the air with better ‘seeing’.

Saturn is still very low in the sky and is a
more challenging planet on which to see
detail when so low in the sky. However,
some members have produced some
good images. The rings are still
reasonably well open, with a tilt of
around 190. Do give Saturn a chance and
try to view it. It is always a lovely sight,
especially if the ‘seeing’ is good. Just
think of poor Galileo with his small
telescope, thinking that Saturn had ears!
When the seeing is poor, it is perfectly
understandable even with a significantly
larger aperture telescope.

I hope that some of you managed to get a
glimpse of the Perseid meteor shower in
August. I’m afraid I saw only a few as
cloud and light pollution thwarted my
few attempts.

We continue to hold our meetings via
Zoom at the moment as we are waiting to
get final approval from Shurdington Hall
that we can re-open there. They have
not yet finished the installation of the
new audio system, which we hope will
greatly enhance our meetings when we
can resume them in the Autumn. I will
keep members updated as soon as I have
any more information. However, our
September meeting will still be via Zoom

as the speaker had agreed that a while
ago. I do ask that members support our
Zoom meetings as widely as possible
while we cannot meet face to face. It is
an encouragement to speakers to see
that they have a good number in
audience. We have had some very good
talks recently, including Pete Williamson
talking about the Moons of the Solar
System.

August was our members night meeting.
Firstly, Alistair Frith gave us a talk on
programmes that can take us on virtual
visits exoplanets. These are not fictitious
destinations, but systems that have been
discovered in recent years. The graphics
were remarkable and the talk very
interesting. Peter Cadogan then updated
us on his work on counting craters. This
entails determining the numbers of small
craters in a range of diameters. There
are clear correlations in his research and
differences at various sites. Perhaps we
can persuade Peter to do a short article
for Mercury for those that missed his
interesting talk.

Lastly, I gave a short talk entitled ‘A
Weird White Dwarf’. The title gave
friends and relatives plenty of
opportunity to give me some stick.
However, this was not about me, but
rather about the recently studied white
dwarf star with the catchy name of ZTF
J1901+1458. This star has some strange
properties, being very massive and yet
little bigger than the Moon. It’s rapid
spin rate and intense magnetic field have
caused us to rethink how some white
dwarves are produced. I won’t say any
more here, as I will produce an article for
Mercury that summarises the talk I gave,
especially for those who missed it.

I do hope that even more of you will join
our Zoom meetings and maintain the
support we value. We do hope that we
will be able to meet again face to face in
the very near future.

Coordinators Report
By Neil Havard
(Coordinator)
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September 2021

14th : Mercury reaches greatest eastern
elongation (270) and is an evening object
after sunset. However, this isn’t a great
apparition as it has a low declination and
will be hard to pick out from our
northern latitudes. If, however, you
manage to get to high ground with a
really clear western horizon, you might
pick it up close to the horizon after
sunset.

Neptune also reaches opposition on the
14th. For those with a decent telescope
wishing to get a look at it, details could
be found online or by contacting the
Coordinator of the CAS. Approximate
coordinates :RA 23h 30m and Dec -4.50.

22nd : Autumnal Equinox. Day and
night are equal across the planet. The
longer hours of darkness provide greater
opportunities for observing.

Venus continues to brighten and extend
its elongation to over 400. The phase
drops from 73% to 65%. However, the
planet continues its southerly drift in
declination, putting it lower in the sky.

Jupiter & Saturn are still well placed for
observing.

Moon Phases: New: 7th, First Q:
13th, Full: 20th, Last Q: 29th

October 2021

Orionid Meteor shower: Watch out for
these this month, from the 2nd onwards.
The peak isn’t until later in the month,
but it’s full moon then, making them
hard to see. They can have a ZHR of
around 20 near the peak and tend to be
very fast meteors with trains that last.
Around the 13th, when it’s first quarter,
you might get to see some once the
Moon has set.

22nd: Orionids reach their peak, but the
Moon will severely interfere with,

making observations very unfavourable.
The radiant is, of course, in Orion, near
Betelgeuse.

Venus continues to be a prominent
evening object, but as its declination
becomes increasingly negative, it gets
lower in the sky. The phase is around
57% at the start of the month and a
diameter of 19 arc sec. By the end of the
month it has passed through elongation
and has a phase of 48%, with a diameter
of 25 arc sec.

29th : Venus reaches greatest Eastern
elongation of 470. By this date it has
increased its brightness to a magnitude
of -4.3.

Jupiter & Saturn are still well placed for
observing.

Moon Phases: New: 6th, First Q:
13th, Full: 20th, Last Q: 28th

November 2021

3rd: Ceres will be 0.10 S of Aldebaran in
Taurus. This could be a good
opportunity to get a look at Ceres when
it is easier to find. Ceres reaches
opposition later in the month and so is
well placed.

5th: Uranus reaches opposition and is in
Taurus, below the Pleiades.

The RA is about 02h 42m and Dec.
+15.30. More info can be obtained from
the Coordinator.

6th to 30th: Leonid Meteor shower. This
is unlikely to be a favourable shower. At
the peak, on the 18th of the month, the
Moon is full, making observations very
difficult. The ZHR is only about 15 and
the radiant is near the sickle in Leo.
Apparently we may have to wait a few
years for these to become more
favourable.

Dates for your diary
By Neil Havard
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Sunspots
By William Jackson

This PNG image was taken through a Baader white light filter on a 150mm F4.5
Newtonian telescope. It was taken 24 August 2021 at 14.32 BST, 13.32GMT

It is a combination of 10 JPEG images taken with Canon EOS 60D at ISO 100, 1/50
second, 50mm focal length.

The images were aligned and stacked using Registax 6 and enhanced with FastStone
Image Viewer 7.5.

Discord
We have recently created a new means of joining in discussion with other
members, particularly while we are not meeting in person. There is a group on the
Discord platform with several sub-groups for specific topics. Please use this link to
join: https://discord.gg/MJnuQGgss8 This is an instant messaging app that is
available for PC and mobile phones. Group discussions can take place as well as
private chats between friends on the platform.

The good thing about this facility is it is not associated with Facebook, Google or
Microsoft. Any problems encountered in joining, or questions about using it,
please direct your queries to Dave, at webmaster@cotswoldas.org.uk
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The following article is based on a talk given recently at the Members’ night meeting
of the Cotswold Astronomical Society.

Firstly, to explain what is weird about ZTF… the white dwarf recently studied, we
need to remind ourselves of some of the properties of a typical white dwarf. These
form at the end of the life of a typical star of solar mass or a few more solar masses.

During the life of such stars,
hydrogen is converted to
helium in the core of the star,
by nuclear fusion. When the
hydrogen in the core is used
up, the core shrinks and outer
layers are pushed out to form
a red giant star. The helium
core then, being hotter, can
start burning helium to form
Carbon and Oxygen. Towards
the end of this stage in such a
star’s life, the outer layers are
often blown outwards to form
a planetary nebula, such as
the Helix nebula shown below
(a photo I took using
itelescope).

Eventually, the exposed
carbon and oxygen core
shrinks to about the size of the Earth and begins to cool. This is now a white dwarf
star. Unless the mass of the remaining star exceeds the Chandrasekhar Limit of about
1.4 solar masses, further collapse does not occur. The core is not hot enough to start
burning carbon and oxygen to form heavier elements and so nuclear reactions cease.

One might suppose that, as no energy is produced to support the star against
gravitational collapse, the star would indeed collapse. However, a white dwarf is
supported by electron degeneracy in the core. To briefly explain this, remember that
in normal matter, electrons in higher energy levels can emit energy by dropping into
lower vacant energy levels. In a white dwarf, the matter is so compressed that all the
lower energy levels are filled by electrons, leaving none for high energy electrons to
drop into. These high energy electrons are rather like an electron gas and exert a
pressure, called the degeneracy pressure, and it is this that supports the star from
further collapse. It is a bit like a lot of cars racing around in a car park trying to find
the last available parking place!

The star now has a mass around that of the Sun, compressed into a volume the size
of Earth, giving it a density of around one million times that of water. The surface
temperature is typically in the tens of thousands of degrees. White dwarfs can only
cool by slowly radiating energy from the surface where the density is slightly less.

During the collapse of the core, conservation of angular momentum means that the

A Weird White Dwarf (ZTF J1901+1458)
By Neil Havard
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core will speed up and give a typical white dwarf a rotation period of a few hours or a
few days. Some angular momentum is dissipated in the gas blown away.

Sirius B is a typical
white dwarf and can be
seen in the image
below as a faint star
below and to the left of
Sirius (Sirius A I should
say)

Solitary white dwarfs
will take an immense
amount of time to cool
down to a black dwarf,
probably longer than
the current age of the
universe.

The Strange White Dwarf: ZTF J1901+1458

This white dwarf, with its catchy name, was found by the Zwicky Transit telescope
and then further studied by the large Keck telescope, for its spectrum and Gaia for its
parallax. As white dwarfs are small and faint, a large telescope is needed to gather
enough light to split and analyse the spectrum. The spectrum showed it to have a
very intense magnetic field and to be rotating exceptionally fast, every 7 minutes.

Its distance was measured to be 135 light years and, from this, its mass and radius
were determined. Its radius was found to be 2140 km, only about 25% bigger than our
Moon and the mass is 1.33 solar masses. This means that it is dangerously close to
the Chandrasekhar limit. The magnetic field, determined using the Zeeman effect on
the spectral lines was found to be about one billion times greater than that of our
Sun. These extreme properties mean that the white dwarf could not have formed in
the normal way we think of white dwarfs. The high rotation rate would imply that
the progenitor star was rotating impossibly fast and, similarly, the magnetic field is
too strong to have come from a typical progenitor star.

The conclusion is that it
may have formed from a
binary pair of white
dwarves that spiralled
together and collided to
form this observed star.
We know this occurs with
neutron stars and black
holes, so it could probably
happen with white
dwarfs. Such collisions
would also release
gravitational waves
similar to those detected

by LIGO in recent times.

The colliding white dwarfs
could also explain some of the other properties, such as the high rotational rate. Not
only can the final star gain the angular momentum of the initial stars, but must
include the orbital angular momentum of the two progenitor stars. Furthermore, the

Image: Courtesy of hubblesite.org
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magnetic fields of the two stars would be compressed and combined, thus explaining
the intense magnetic field of ZTF.

This would imply that the two colliding white dwarfs had masses of around 0.6 solar
masses each, which is not uncommon. The combined mass is still below the
Chandrasekhar Limit and would therefore not have resulted in a supernova.

Although it may seem counterintuitive, the larger the mass of a white dwarf, the
smaller its radius. This is simply because the extra mass results in a stronger
gravitational field that compresses the star more tightly into a smaller volume.

Implications of the Findings

If one white formed in this way, then it is likely that others did as well. Our current
understanding of Type 1a supernovae is based on a white dwarf accreting matter
from a binary companion star until it exceeds the limit of 1.4 solar masses. At this
stage, the pressures are so great in the core that electrons begin to combine with
protons to form neutrons. This removes the degeneracy pressure in a runaway
process that causes the star to explode, leaving behind a neutron star or possibly a
black hole. We use these Type 1a supernovae as standard candles in order to
measure distance and thereby establish a value for the Hubble Constant H0.

ZTF could still explode as a supernova. It is close to the limit and, in its core under
extreme pressure, it is possible that electrons could start to combine with protons to
form neutrons. This would again result in a runaway collapse of the degeneracy
pressure supporting the star and result in a supernova. There could therefore be a
somewhat different route to a type 1a supernova that may result in a different light
curve. Measurements of the Hubble Constant using Type 1a supernovae could
potentially have a flaw in them. This may go some way to explaining the Hubble
Tension, where the value of H0 measured from Type 1a supernovae disagrees with
the value measured from the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation.

We clearly need to find other such anomalous white dwarf stars and establish the
abundance of them. Is ZTF a rare anomaly or are there many more. Only then can
we establish the implications for our understanding of white dwarfs and the
implications on the Hubble Tension. Furthermore, it was the anomalous brightness
of Type 1a supernovae that led to the concept of dark energy causing the expansion
of the universe to accelerate. Flaws in our understanding of this type of supernova
could have implications on the extent of the contribution of dark energy to this
acceleration.

It is another case of ‘watch this space’.



Late Breaking Image

Jupiter and the
Galilean
satellites by
Susan Snow

From left to
right: Io, Europa,
Callisto,
Ganymede
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Officers of the Society
Contact forms are available on the
society website under About /
Committee / Contact Us.

• Neil Havard – Co-ordinator
• Malcolm Mitchell - Membership

Secretary

• Paul Broadhead – Treasurer
• Events Organiser - Rachel Coburn
• Callum Potter - Mercury Editor
• Dave Miller - temporary Website

Manager
• Sue Kear – Secretary
• Susan Snow - Observing Director

NOTICE BOARD Society meetings
coming up

11 September - Russel
Parry - The Appley Bridge
meteorite

9 October - Stephen
Tonkin - Topic To Be
Advised

13 November - TBA

11 December - Christmas
Meeting

PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE
Contributions for Mercury
are really welcome. Pictures,

sketches, observations, short or
long articles - please send them
in! Don’t worry if you don't think
you are very erudite. Email the
editor at:
mercuryeditor@cotswoldas.org.uk

I f you have any short news, requests, buy or
sell items that you would like to pass onto

members either use the Forum on the society
website, or send to the editor to appear on

this notice board.
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